Keep an overview.
Call in experts.
Your general contractor - one contract, one point of contact.

Your project - our passion.
As a general contractor for commercial real estate, we maintain the overview for you,
leaving nothing to chance. We implement your project at a fixed price - from the
initial idea through the building permit, the detailed planning and execution up to the
key handover.
Benefit from the more than 30 years of experience and competence of our team.
Commissioning a general contractor usually means only a small or no surcharge compared to the individual comissioning of the different trades.
It‘s not just about money, it‘s about time and nerves. Commissioning all trades separately
poses you high risks of overdrawn deadlines, construction defects, legal responsibilities,
insurance disputes and excessive cost. As a general contractor, we fully cover these risks
for you. For this reason alone, a general contractor is usually the more attractive option.
To advise you comprehensively from the beginning is just as natural for us as accompanying you further after completion of the project. We take responsibility for all trades and
executing companies, so that you are best insured.
We save you all discussions and ensure clarity of all responsibilities.

One contract - one point of contact.
Our services
• Part general contractor 		
• General contractor			
• Total general contractor 		

- for example for all electrical trades
- all trades
- all trades including planning

What we do for you:
Consulting, cost estimation, calculation of profitability, feasibility study, request for preliminary
building permission and acquisition of building rights, planning, architecture and technical
facility equipment, building specification, time and process planning, professional execution of
all trades, coordination, removal of construction defects, interface management, assumption
of all warranties, assembly insurance, liability insurance, final acceptance and key handover.

We will be happy to advise you.
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